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JR East is currently working to achieve condition-based maintenance (CBM).  As a mechanism for frequently monitoring 
the condition of overhead contact lines, we developed and introduced an overhead contact line condition monitoring 
system to Series E235 pre mass production rolling stock for the Yamanote Line in fiscal 2015 (Fig. 1).  This system was 
developed together with production of new rolling stock, so we were able to develop with leeway in terms of size and 
weight1).  In order to deploy to other lines in the future, it will need to be installed on existing rolling stock, so issues such 
as making the system lighter and more compact remain. 

To overcome those issues, we studied specifications for an overhead contact line condition monitoring system that can be 
installed on existing rolling stock in commercial operation, developed a prototype, an installed it on a MUE-Train (Series 209 
test vehicle) and conducted running tests on commercial lines in fiscal 2016.  This paper gives an overview of the prototype 
developed and reports on evaluations of measurement data obtained in running tests and weather resistance of the system. 

 

2. Overview of Prototype Developed

The following two issues are present in broadly deploying and introducing to other lines the overhead contact line 
condition monitoring system installed on the Series E235 developed in fiscal 2015.
(1) Space for the system is limited on rolling stock already equipped with various other devices. 
(2) Location (kilometerage) information cannot be obtained on vehicles not equipped with INTEROS (INtegrated Train 
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Fig. 1  Overhead Contact Line Condition Monitoring System of Series E235 Pre Mass Production Rolling Stock
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communication networks for Evolvable Railway Operation System). 
In order to solve those issues, we developed in fiscal 2016 an overhead contact line condition monitoring system for 

existing rolling stock.  A comparison with the system installed on the Series E235 is shown in Fig. 2. 

For issue (1), we changed from measuring with four low operation frequency rotating length measurement sensors 
in the contact wire height deviation measurement system to that with one high operating frequency rotating length 
measurement sensor to make the system more compact.  In addition, we made the controller installed under the floor 
with the Series E235 overhead contact line condition monitoring system slimmer and merged it with the contact wire 
height deviation measurement system (Fig. 3).  In this way, weight could be a third that of before, enabling mounting on 
the roof.  We conducted static measurement tests and confirmed that all error in all measurement values was within±15 
mm height and ±10 mm deviation and both met requirements for static accuracy. 

For issue (2), we adopted a method of where distance pulses are generated from speed sensors and combined with location 
by GNSS (GPS+QZS) to obtain kilometerage information.  For the speed sensor, we adopted a millimeter wave Doppler 
sensor.  Principles of that are shown in Fig. 4.  Based on these distance pulses obtained from millimeter wave Doppler 
sensors, measurement data is segmented into 5 cm pitches the same as before.  We extrapolated power pole position from 
actual divergence data and counted the number of data plots between those to confirm that data is generated in 5 cm pitches 
(Fig. 5).  This way, location information could be obtained even on vehicles not equipped with INTEROS.

Fig. 4  Principles of Millimeter-wave Doppler 
Sensor Speed Detection Fig. 5  Confirmation of 5 cm Pitch Data Generation by Distance Pulse

Fig. 2  Comparison of Configuration of System Installed on Series E235 and System Developed This Time
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Fig. 3  Contact Wire Height/Deviation Measurement System/Controller (Left: System installed on Series E235, Right: System developed this time)
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3. Installation on MUE-Train and Running Tests on Commercial Lines

Work to install the system on a MUE-Train and calibrate and adjust equipment was performed at the Nagano 
General Rolling Stock Center in August 2017 (Fig. 6).  Installation work consisted of installing the main unit of the 
system, cable wiring, terminal processing, 
waterproofing, and application of insulating 
coating (Lontex) on the parts for securing 
to the body.  In installation, necessary 
improvements to equipment and application 
of insulating coating to the system main unit 
were performed in advance. 

Running tests on commercial lines were 
performed a total of 11 times on the Chuo Line with tunnels and mountainous areas and the Tokaido Line in central 
Tokyo in order to verify the impact on GNSS (GPS+QZS), and contact wire height and deviation were measured. 

4. Measurement Data Evaluation and Weather Resistance Evaluation

We evaluated contact wire height and deviation measurement data obtained in commercial line running tests with a 
MUE-Train from the two perspectives of repeatably and consistency. Also, we performed inspections and maintenance 
on the system and evaluated weather resistance taking into account verification of the inspection cycle for when installed 
on existing rolling stock in the future. 

 
4.1 Conformation of Repeatability of Contact Wire Height/Deviation Data by Multiple Runs
We extracted some contact wire height and deviation data obtained in commercial line running tests and overlapped and 
plotted on a graph every 2 km data of running multiple times (six times on Tokaido Line and five times on Chuo Line).  
Fig. 7 shows graphs of height data and Fig. 8 shows deviation data. 

While there is some slight difference in the x axis direction (kilometerage), graph waveforms almost match in all of 
the graphs and repeatability by multiple runs could be confirmed.  We further numerically compared measurement data 
drawn on the graphs.  With data of the first run on each route as reference data, we calculated the difference between 
the reference data and data of second and subsequent runs at the same location to find its standard deviation (degree 
of variation of measurement data) 1σ.  This is the average value for the total, but with data measured with the system 
developed this time height was about ±11.0 mm and deviation ±13.5 mm.  However, this was lower than standard 
deviation with the East-i electric inspection car (height ±14.63 mm, deviation ±18.11 mm) and system installed on the 
Series E235 (height ±13.1 mm , deviation ±38.56 mm), so it can be said that the system developed this time has greater 
repeatability of measurement data at multiple runs than existing measurement methods.

Fig. 6  Work to Install System to MUE-Train
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Fig. 8  Contact Wire Deviation Data Repeatability Confirmation
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Fig. 7  Contact Wire Height Data Repeatability Confirmation
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4.2 Comparison of Contact Wire Height/Deviation Data with that of East-i
We extracted contact wire height and deviation data measured this time and overlapped that with measurement data by 
the East-i and evaluated consistency.  Fig. 9 shows graphs of height data and Fig. 10 shows deviation data. 

As with confirmation of repeatability, there is some slight difference in the x axis direction (kilometerage), but 
waveforms are almost the same, so we can say that data measured this time is of almost the same accuracy as measurement 
data from the East i.

 
4.3 System Weather Resistance Evaluation 
We inspected the system and evaluated weather resistance taking into account the inspection cycle when installed on 
existing rolling stock in the future (Fig. 11).  Items inspected were (1) internal temperature within the system and status 
of temperature control,(2) cable/connector status, and (3) sensor window fouling.  No problems were found with either 
evaluation or in inspection two months after test runs started.  While sensor windows were somewhat dirty, there were 
no problems such as measurement errors, so we believe that system inspection and cleaning should be done at the same 
three-month cycle as rolling stock inspection. 

5. Conclusion

In this development, we installed an overhead contact line condition monitoring system for existing rolling stock to 
an MUE-Train and conducted measurements in running tests on commercial lines.  Evaluation of measurement data 
confirmed that data obtained this time had almost the same accuracy as that measured with the overhead contact 
monitoring system installed on the Series E235 and with the East i.   There were no problems in terms of weather 
resistance of the system, and we came to the opinion that it would be best to clean and inspect the system at the same 
time as inspections such as for rolling stock function maintenance the same as before.  

Through the development this time, we gained prospects for installing the overhead contact line condition monitoring 
system on existing rolling stock other than the Series E235.  Into the future, we will study introduction on lines other 
than the Yamanote Line and proceed with efforts toward further achievement of CBM.
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Fig. 11  System Weather Resistance Evaluation (sensor window fouling confirmation Left: Rotation sensor (on roof), Right: Speed sensor (under floor))

Fig. 9  Contact Wire Height Data Consistency Confirmation
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Fig. 10  Contact Wire Deviation Data Consistency Confirmation
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